
EXPERIENCE

UI/UX Designer | Fleet Labs Ghana Ltd. (Oct 2022 - Present)

 Working together with teams to understand the use
 Conducting user research and usability testing to gather feedback and 

insights from potential voters and stakeholder
 Incorporating accessibility features to ensure that the platform is usable by 

individuals with disabilities or impairment
 Collaborating with developers and other stakeholders to ensure that the 

design is implemented effectively and efficiently while adhering to 
technical constraints and best practice

 Developed websites and apps for small to medium sized business owners

UI Design Intern | Tlancer (Mar 2022 - Aug 2022)

 Designing and prototyping of user centered design
 Developing user flows, wireframes, prototypes and design mockup
 Designing UI elements such as input controls, buttons components, card 

UIs and other informational components

Founder & Instructor | BYOI (Dec 2023 - Present)

 Founded Build Your Own Idea E-Learning platfor
 Creating course content for Learners, Graduates and Professionals 

interested in learning software design and programming.

IT Intern | MESTI / N. Service | NHIA (Feb 2015 - Aug 2015 | Sep 2016 - Aug 2017)

 Escalating and troubleshooting of network problem
 Monitoring and maintaining computer systems and networ
 Entering of clients particulars for card productio
 Performing of administrative duties such as receiving, filing and 

dispatching of letter
 Keeping records of consumables

PROJECTS

Miss Emerald Ghana (MEG) - Pageant Voting App
 Designed and prototyped the MEG pageant web app with 10+ pages and 

state
 Contributed in the development of the MEG web application
 Figma, Reactjs

Ghana Electoral Commission - Ballot App
 Designed and prototyped the EC App with 5+ screens and state
 Figma, Adobe Photoshop

Build Your Own Idea - Landing Page
 Designed and Prototyped the BYOI E-Learning web and mobile app with 

20+ screens and state
 Developed the BYOI Landing pag
 Figma, HTML, CSS, JSX

EDUCATION

KNUST October 2019 - May 2022

GIMPA July 2012 - September 2015

ACHIEVEMENTS

2x most contributing member at UXGH community

3x most inspiring mentor at Fleet’s Labs Ghana

Core team member of the Resume Pool Space

Earned respect and praise from my superiors for the 
effective and efficient manner I dealt with any work 
assigned me
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SKILLS

Figma, Adobe XD, Svelte, HTML, CSS, 
Self-Disciplined, Communication, 
Team Player, Project Management, 
Time Management, Leadership
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